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On Combining Chase-2 and Sum-Product
Algorithms for LDPC Codes
Sheng Tong and Huijuan Zheng

This letter investigates the combination of the Chase-2 and
sum-product (SP) algorithms for low-density parity-check
(LDPC) codes. A simple modification of the tanh rule for check
node update is given, which incorporates test error patterns
(TEPs) used in the Chase algorithm into SP decoding of LDPC
codes. Moreover, a simple yet effective approach is proposed to
construct TEPs for dealing with decoding failures with lowweight syndromes. Simulation results show that the proposed
algorithm is effective in improving both the waterfall and error
floor performance of LDPC codes.
Keywords: LDPC codes, Chase algorithm, sum-product
(SP) algorithm.

I. Introduction
The Chase algorithm [1] is a suboptimal decoding procedure
and usually used along with a hard decision decoder to
improve the decoding performance at the cost of increased
computational complexity. There are three variants of the
Chase algorithm [1], among which the Chase-2 algorithm is
the most promising and provides a good tradeoff between
performance and complexity.
In this letter, rather than combining the Chase-2 algorithm
with a hard decoding algorithm, we consider the association of
the Chase-2 algorithm with a soft decision decoding algorithm,
that is, the sum-product (SP) algorithm [2], for the decoding of
low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [3]. The purpose is to
provide an approach to achieve a tradeoff between
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performance and complexity for LDPC decoding.

II. Combining Chase and Sum-Product Algorithms
For an (n, k, d) binary linear code, the Chase-2 algorithm
selects p least reliable positions (LRPs) in the received
sequence and constructs a set of 2p test error patterns (TEPs)
whose non-zero elements are confined in the p LRPs. Then,
each of the 2p TEPs are added to the hard decision of the
received sequence and the sum vector is fed into a hard
decision decoder. Finally, all decoded code words, known as
candidate code words, are compared and the one with the best
metric with respect to the received sequence is chosen as the
final decoding output. The parameter p determines the
complexity, which is originally set to be [d/2] [1]. By varying p,
tradeoffs between performance and complexity can be made.
The SP algorithm is a suboptimal iterative decoding
algorithm for the decoding of LDPC codes, which consists of
two steps, that is, the variable node update (VNU) and check
node update (CNU). The details of the SP algorithm are
provided by [2]. As VNU is relatively simple and irrelevant to
the following development, we only revisit the well-known
tanh rule [4] for CNU. Consider a check node c. Denote the set
of all of its neighboring variable nodes (VNs) as N(c). The
incoming log-likelihood ratio (LLR) message from a VN
vęN(c) to c is denoted as mvc, and the outgoing LLR
message from c to v is denoted as mcv. Then, the tanh rule is
given by
§m ·
§m
·
tanh ¨ c →v ¸ = ∏ tanh ¨ w→c ¸.
© 2 ¹ w∈N ( c ), w ≠ v
© 2 ¹

(1)

When combining the Chase-2 and SP algorithms, one needs
to incorporate TEPs into the SP decoding of LDPC codes. This
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can easily be realized by modifying the tanh rule. To describe
this modification, some notations are required. Denote as D(v)
(ଲ{0, 1}) the hard decision of a coded bit or equivalently its
corresponding VN, v. The set of VNs corresponding to the
non-zero elements in a TEP is denoted as V. Then, the
modified tanh rule can be written as
§m
tanh ¨ c →v
© 2

·
§m
D (u )
tanh ¨ w→c
∏
¸ = ∏ (−1)
¹ u∈N ( c ) ∩V
© 2
w∈N ( c )\V , w ≠ v

·
¸ . (2)
¹

The reason for the above modification is explained as
follows. When the hard decision is made for a non-zero
position, or a VN w, in a TEP, its associated LLR Lw is + for
D(w)=0 or – for D(w)=1. Note that tanh(Lw/2) is 1 for Lw=+
or –1 for Lw=–, that is, tanh(Lw/2)=(–1)D(w). Equation (2)
follows directly from (1) by replacing tanh(Lw/2) with (–1)D(w)
for węT. Thus, a TEP is naturally incorporated into the SP
decoding of LDPC codes. The resulting algorithm is denoted
as Chase-SP(p), where p is the number of LRPs in the Chase-2
algorithm.
Some remarks about the application of the above Chase-SP
algorithm are made as follows. The Chase-SP algorithm can be
used after an SP decoder. Only when a decoding failure occurs,
that is, the former SP decoder fails to output a valid LDPC
code word, will the Chase-SP decoding be invoked. This is
reasonable since a well-designed LDPC code typically
possesses no undetectable errors. Once a valid LDPC code
word is produced, it is almost guaranteed that the output code
word is really the transmitted one. Following the same reason,
the Chase-SP decoder stops to process the remaining TEPs
once a valid code word is generated. This strategy is different
from the conventional practice of the Chase algorithm, where
all TEPs are required to be processed. By using the above two
tricks, the total complexity can be greatly reduced when using
the Chase-SP algorithm and, in fact, is comparable to that of SP
decoding in the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) region, as will
be shown in the following simulations.
To investigate the performance of Chase-SP decoders, a
length-504 (3, 6) regular LDPC code is used. Assume an
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with binary
phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation. At Eb/N0=2.6 dB,
2×105 code words are simulated using SP decoding with a
maximum iteration number of 100 and 681 decoding failures
are observed, among which 197 failures can be recovered by
Chase-SP(3), accounting for 28.9 percent of all failures. We
also observe that most of the recoverable failures by ChaseSP(3) have high weight syndromes (say, a few dozen). Most
failures with syndrome weights no greater than six (that is, six
unsatisfied checks at most), accounting for 30.2 percent of the
remaining ones, cannot be recovered by Chase-SP(3) decoding.
This implies that LRP-based TEPs are useful for some failures
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with high syndrome weights but not for those with low
syndrome weights. If we could devise effective TEPs for
treating failures with low-weight syndromes and recover a
majority of them, the error rate could be greatly reduced. The
information that follows presents a simple approach to
generating effective TEPs for treating decoding failures with
low-weight syndromes with the help of syndromes.

III. Syndrome-Based Test Error Patterns
Denote as W(S) the Hamming weight of a syndrome S. For a
small W(S), we can construct a relatively small number of
TEPs as follows. After an unsuccessful SP decoding, we obtain
the hard decision code word c’. Note that each 1 in S
corresponds to an unsatisfied check, in which there is at least
one bit in error joining. Thus, for each unsatisfied check,
choose one of its neighboring VNs and flip the corresponding
bit in c’. In this way, for a (j, k) regular LDPC code, we can
obtain kW(S) TEPs. Among these TEPs, there must exist a TEP
that can correct W(S) errors, which is expected to be helpful in
recovering all of the remaining errors. To distinguish from
LRP-based TEPs, the constructed TEPs are referred to as
syndrome-based TEPs. To reduce the number of TEPs, one can
use only a few, say q, of the W(S) unsatisfied checks, thus
leading to a total number of kq TEPs. To decide whether to use
the LRP-based TEPs or syndrome-based TEPs, we set a
threshold, T, for W(S). When W(S)>T, the LRP-based TEPs are
used. Otherwise, syndrome-based TEPs are adopted. The
resulting algorithm is referred to as Chase-SP(p, T, q).
The reason why the Chase-SP(p) algorithm does not work
well for failures with low-weight syndromes is intuitively
explained as follows. Failures with low-weight syndromes are
closely related to concepts such as near code words [5] or
trapping sets (TSs) [6], which dominate the error floor
performance. Unless Chase-SP(p) decoding happens to select
some bits in TSs, the TSs will cause decoding deadlocks.
However, a TS usually involves a few bits and thus ChaseSP(p) decoding has a relatively small probability of choosing
bits from TSs, especially from small-size ones. In contrast, with
syndrome-based TEPs, bits involved in a TS are revealed by
the syndrome to some extent. By flipping a few bits in a TS,
the decoding deadlock caused by the TS is expected to be
broken. This is true for many instances. However, as observed
in our experiments, for some stubborn TSs, which are
combinations of two or more smaller TSs, the above flipping
method may not work well. Even so, the syndrome-based TEP
approach is effective in dealing with a large portion of TSs,
thus resulting in improved error performance.
According to the above explanation, the threshold parameter,
T, should be chosen according to the sizes of the dominant TSs.
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decoding algorithm, the average iteration number is calculated
as the ratio of the sum of the Is of all the received code words
and the number of received code words.

IV. Simulation Results
The same rate-1/2, length-504 (3, 6) regular LDPC code is
used in this study. The performance of the Chase-SP algorithm
with four different parameter settings is simulated and
compared with that of the SP decoding. From Fig. 2, we see
that Chase-SP algorithms outperform SP decoding in both the
waterfall and error floor regions. In the parameter setting
(3, 0, –), the threshold, T, is set to be 0. Thus, syndrome-based
TEPs are not used, and only LRP-based TEPs are treated. Note
that the parameter q is useless in this setting and thus is not
100

G

–1
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10–2
Error rate

Usually, a larger threshold is expected to offer a better
performance at the cost of a higher decoding complexity. Thus,
threshold should be carefully chosen to balance the
performance and complexity.
To ease the understanding of the proposed decoding
algorithm, a flow chart description of the Chase-SP(p, T, q)
decoding procedure is shown in Fig. 1, where I and IMAX are
the iteration number and the maximum iteration number,
respectively. From Fig. 1, we see that there are two decoding
phases in the Chase-SP decoding. For a given received code
word, the conventional SP decoding phase is firstly used, and
then the Chase decoding phase is invoked if and only if the
conventional SP decoding phase fails to output a valid code
word. During the Chase decoding phase, according to the
syndrome weight W(S) and the given threshold T, either
syndrome-based TEPs or LRP-based TEPs are used. For any
given TEP, a modified SP decoding is called, in which the
CNU is run by using (2) instead of (1). When the two decoding
phases are finished, I records the total number of the SP
iterations used in both the SP decoding and Chase decoding
phases. For simplicity, we neglect the complexity involved in
constructing TEPs, which are marginal compared to an SP
iteration. Thus, when Chase decoding is invoked, compared to
the conventional SP decoder, the increased decoding
complexity can be roughly assessed as the number of SP
iterations used in the Chase decoding phase, which can be
easily calculated as (I–IMAX). In the following section, we
simply use the average iteration numbers to compare the
complexities of different algorithms. For the Chase-SP
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Fig. 2. Performance of length-504 (3, 6) regular LDPC codes
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provided here. Comparing the performance curves of ChaseSP(3, 0, –) and Chase-SP(3, 6, 1), we can see that syndromebased TEPs are especially useful in improving the error floor
performance. From Fig. 2, we also see that Chase-SP(3, 6, 1)
performs similarly to Chase-SP(3, 6, 2) in the waterfall region,
while Chase-SP(3, 6, 2) outperforms Chase-SP(3, 6, 1) in the
error floor region. This implies that increasing q in Chase-SP(p,
T, q) can improve the error floor performance but not the
waterfall performance. However, by increasing p from 3 to 7,
we see observable performance improvement in both the
waterfall and error floor regions, which implies that p affects
the performance of both the waterfall and error floor.
Moreover, the complexities of both algorithms are also
compared in terms of average iteration number, as shown in
Fig. 3. We see that for high SNRs, the increases in the average
iteration number for Chase-SP algorithms are marginal when
compared to the SP algorithm.

V. Conclusion
In this letter, we investigated the combination of the Chase-2
and SP algorithms. An effective approach to constructing TEPs
for treating errors with low-weight syndromes was presented.
Simulation results showed that the proposed Chase-SP
algorithm provides a good tradeoff between performance and
complexity.
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